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Women's athletic program gaining in status and supp.ort

By MARY C. HENKEL
M81111111ntEdltor

Many schools are scrambling or maneuvering to make
women•s sports programs look good, under the pressure of
HEW guidelines for enforcement of Title IX (of the
Educational Amendments'of 1972).. Suddenly there is big
coverage of local women's college athletics in the Sports sections of the Cincinnati papers. With these signs and portents
of a new era, a status report on the sportswomen of Xavier is
in order.
This year for the first time, Xavier will have an intercollegiate sport for women in each ·of the fall •. winter and spring sports seasons. Try-outs for tennis in March are still
open, and encouraged by coach Jim Brockhoff. Involvement
in club sports (like. sky-diving, karate, sailing and bowli~g)
and intramurals has been open to women in the past.
Xavier's first season ·in intercollegiate volleyball this fall
sparked a "goo~ interest among campus women" according .
to coach Mary Biermann. "One thing we did not'lack; and
that was enthusiasm," Biermann says. It seems to her,
however, that women's athletics are the "lowest thing on the

totem pole over there." She sees a long way yet to go for
Xavier in women's sports programs.
Anne Ernst, co-captain of the Women's basketball team,
qualifies Bierman11's observation. "We're low on the totem
pole, but that's because we're a new program," she says. "I've
seen it grow." She has been active in the development of
sports programs at Xavier for her four years as an un- ·
dergraduate, and thinks that women's athletics are progressing "reasonably;' here.
· ,
Ernst cites- renovations in the fieldhouse second-floor
locker-room, and WVXU's game coverage as evidence ofimprovement in the status of women's sports. "A lot of girls on
our team have the attitude that we should have locker-rooni
all to ourselves; but we're a new team, and only one of eight.
. They re-did the locker-room for us, added shower stalls ... "
As for radio coverage, the campus broadcasting statiQn will
carry all home games this year, making Xavier the "only
school in Ohio that broadcasts Women's Intercollegiate
Basketball," according to the team's coach Tony Brueneman.
Under the presc:nt arrangement, male varsity wrestlers and
other groups, male and female, are scheduled for the same
shower room at different times; another shower-room

a

downstairs serves mostly the men's varsity teams. After
games, Anne explains further, visiting teams share the same
shower facilities with the home tesam.
This led Tony Brueneman to interject "There's another
plus: two women's teams can share a locker-room without
killing each other."
Brue.neman, something of philosopher of athletics and of
women's athletics in particular, deserves much credit for the
· advancement of women in sports at Xavier. Before official
attention was being paid to women who wanted to play
sports here from many other quarters, Brueneman was active
and generous in his support and aid to student initiatives and
beginning teams. Though he noted that he spoke to the News
froni'"no authoritative base-only as former coordinator for
Women's Intercollegiate Athletics," Brueneman has definite- ·
ly been a key person for sportswomen.
Brueneman sees ·~a humanistic movement in athletics today," and the emergence of "a whole new ethic in sports." He
sees this positive development in women's sports especially,
and is concerned that "in the rush for equality, with men,
women triay take the worst of what men have."
· Sportswomen to pege 12

Health Center
grievance plan
is ·announced
· By RON CSERBAK
X.vllll' N.wa SIAH Writer

The Xavier community has arriv~
ed at a compromise solution to the
Health Center controversy. This
controversy came to the force after a
Nov. 7 Newl· editorial which
questioned the Health Center's treatment of women.
A Health Center Task Force,
formed by four students, backed a
proposed Health Service Committee
· that would receive student input on
.health care matters. This proposal
was first advanced by Mr. Roderick
Shearer, Vice President for Student
'Development and approved by Fr.
Robert Mulligan, University President.
However, on January 8, Xavier
Health Center's Medical ~taff met
with Mr. Shearer and Fr. Mulligan,
and formulated an alternate
proposal that is outlined in the letter
below. Senior Tracey Robson, who

heads the Task Force, said she was
~oth, "pleased and not pleased" by
this action. "I was impressed that the
Medical Staff met and came up with
some sort of alternative in response
to students complaints, but this
suggestion is· not quite as strong as
we would like." However, her
· response was to encourage students
to see Dr. Konerman, personally or
in groups, if they have some question
or complai.nt.
Junior Tim Lynch, another ·
member of the Task Force, said he
still saw advantages in having a committee, but would cooperate.
"If students are still hesitant a bout
using the Health Center, Lynch
stated, or feel they're not being
heard, then it would indicate that
something else has to be dmie."
Mr. Shearer pointed out that the
Medical Staffs plan was more
Health to page 12

NEW COMMUNICATIONS PLAN.
On Wednesday, January 8, the Medical Staff of Xavier's Health
Center met with Father Mulligan and Dean Shearer to discuss
the best means of establishing better communications between
the Health Center and those members of the Xavier community
·
.
which it serves.
From time to time a student may wish to raise a question about
treatment, type of medication, expanded services, or he/she
may wish to make a complaint. The meeting was devoted to a
consideration of the various alternatives available to facilitate
·
this type of two-way communication.
A student and faculty health services committee was discussed but a more direct plan of communication was offered.
Beginning immediately, anyone or any group having aques~
tion, concern, complaint or suggestion regarding .healt~ care
may seek an appointment with Dr. Konerman who IS Cha~rman
of the Medical Staff Committee this year. The appqintment may
be made by calling ~631 or stopping by the desk at the Health
·Center.
.
Additional meetings of the Medical Staff will be called dunng
the second semester to evalute any suggestions which have
been made as well as to determine whether or not this means of
. communication has been effective.,
J K
M
Harry . onerman, .0 .
-·
Chairman
McGrath Health Center

/'
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Second time through

The sun shines on D'Artagnan and two
Xavierites, briefly, during the first Monday of
. the second semester.

·oybicz and Henz
are nom ina ted
to fi.ll senate posts
. By MARY C. HENKEL
M11111111nt1 Editor

Presidential nominations to va.:
cant student government posts,
further protest of issu.es surrounding
the flat-rate tuition to go into effect
next year, and important constitutional ratitications will be on the
agenda for the Student Senate when
it convenes this afternoon.
Student Body President Mike McCaffrey will ask Se.nate approval of
the appointment of Student Senator
M~uty Dybicz to the post of VicePresident at the Senate's next
meeting. Dybicz, if confirmed, will
succeed Dave Ellerbrock,. who .
resigned from the Vice-Presidential
post ea~ly last December. Mimi
Henz is nominated to take over as
secretary to the Student Senate, also

Mulligan is
recovering
from
eye surgery

pending legislative approval.
A proposal that the Student
Senate officially support tho-protest
statement circulated during the
Board of Trustees. meeting
demonstration on December 19 will
also come before the Senate. If the
Senate agrees ·.to endorse this call
· for greater student participation in
policy-making, a letter to the Board
stating this as the official position of
the students' representatives will be
drafted.
Revisions in the constitution of
the new Social Activities Committee
made by Mr. Rod Shearer, VicePresident for Student Development,
though the overall constitution itself
has · already been · passed. The
procedures and constitution of the

Xavier President Rev. Robert
Mulligan is currently recuperating
from an eye operation performed in
Chicago during the Christmas vacation.
Following growing diScomfort
and then pain in his right eye, Fr.
Mulligan underwent an initial eye
examination. He was then advised to
have the operation performed immediately in Chicago in order to prevent any further damage to the eye.
Fr. Mulligan explained that the
retina, the tissue covering the eye,
had been torn. This could be caused
either by a blow of some sort to the
eye or a premature aging of this par-

Dyblcz to page 12

Mullgen to pege12

By PAUL RANIERI
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
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Larry ·s ·eehe

this week

Xavier News columnist

in the news
compiled br PAUL RANIERI

Xavier offers van for student use
Xavier has recently acquired a van which can be used by students.
The Xavier University twelve-passenger van is under the auspices of
the Director of Athletics. The van will be used for official purposes by
teams or groups of Xavier University personnel. Priority will be given
to teams traveling to officially scheduled intercollegiate athletic events.
Other reservations will be taken on a first-come-first-serve basis. ·
Any group wishing to use the van must contact the Director of
Athletics office in advance of the date required and reserve the vehicle.
A responsible member (officer, advisor, coach) will complete the
Reservation and Destination Form, obtained at .the Director of
Athletics office, prior to receiving the keys to the.vehicle.
The team or group using the vehicle will pay for all gas, tolls, parking fees, and incidental operating costs (including tickets). Vehicle. insurance will be carred by Xavier University. Charges for the veh1cle
arc: a $7.00 daily charge, and a $0.07 per mile charge over 20 miles.
Only authorized members of an athletic team or other university group
will be permitted to ride in the van.
Further regulations as to drivers, payments, and returning the vehicle can be obtained by consulting the bulletin board outside the News
office or through the Director of Athletics office.

ApplicaiJts needed for scholarship
Applications are now being accepted for the 1975-76Paul L. O'Connor, S.J. Scholarship. This scholarship is awarded annually to a junior
who is a full-time student in the day division of Xavier University to
cover the tuition and related costs of the recipient's senior year up t~
$2,000. It is awarded at the discretion of the Scholarship Committee of
Xavier University on _the basis of overall contribution to the University as well as academic performance.
Applications for this scholarship are made only through academic
departments. Application forms can be picked up at one's respective
academic department office, should be filled· out completely, and
.returned to the department office _by February 25, 1975. The award will
be made at the annual Honors Conyocation in May. ·

Danforth Foundation to aid Breen
Breen Lodge Educational Resource and Women's Center will use
$300 from the Danforth Foundation (St. Louis, Missouri) to fund
·publications of interest to women, a student-faculty luncheon series,
"Danforth Brown-Bag Lunches," and social gatherings that will bring
together diverse members of the University.
This money comes in the form of a stipen<l granted to Nelida MiettaFontana, a Breen Lodge Adviser who has been "very active in encouragement and support of Women's Cebter activities.
The Danforth Foundation is "a philanthropy devoted to giving aid
and encouragement to persons, to emphasjzing the humane values that
come from a religious and democratic heritage, and to strengthening
the essential quality of education." The Foundation previously gave a
stipend for administration to Breen Lodge during the 1972-73 school
year.

While some of you were making
the Mecca to the South during vacation, a few of us rebels decided just to
go home. As it turned out, we all got
burned anyway, at the gas stations,
that is.
Two years ago, your ·average
twenty-gallon gas tank could be
filled for about $6.00. Today, you
can't fill it with $10.00. That coupled
with threats of gas rationing or even
higher prices,· is enough to make a·
person se.riously consider the
purchase of a ten-speed bike.
. . However, bikes are obviously not .
realistic when speaking of trips. of
more · than. ten miles. They are
economical, ecological, and good
exercise, but they're not efficient.
Our society has developed to the
point where we· need 327 horses
propelling us down the highway. A
bike just won't do.
In a way, then, we're all gasoline
addicts. We're at the mercy of our
local filling station. One night, I
couldn't find an open station
anywhere. The ·needle had been on
"E" for so long that I was completely
paranoid. 1 finally spotted an open
Sohio station just as my Pontiac
started exhibiting the initial symptoms of withdrawal.- After we had
sputtered up to the pumps, we had to
wait while - the two attendants
lackadaisically flipped a coin to
decide who would ·wait on me.
· That brings us to my point. Do
you remember when gas stations
wanted your business?
It seems to me that at one time
they did. They would have had you
believe that they liked to have you
around. Everyone gave a way trading

Gasid indigestion compounded
by the registration blues
s~mps; Each had its own contest.

think about i"t, though,a dollar spent
at any of the above thr,ee places will
buy you an equal amount of gas.
Semester Break was fun while it
lasted, but registration day quickly
terminated the frivolity. After finals
week, my body. needed a week to
recuperate; after registration day,
my checking accoung was ready for
Medicare. The cold efficiency with
which the Bursar's Office Crew
drops you into a lower economic
bracket is frightening indeed. Haifa
summer's. work is translated onto
one "little" check, payable to Xavier
University.
While waiting in any one of
several lines, you take a private acFilling station attendants are no counting of your peers. You see a few
longer the "humble" little people new faces· and notice that some
that they once were. People used to didn't make it back (there were more
look down on them before; They than usual this time). Basically, it's
were oily, greasy, and (worst of all) the same old bunch returning for
they worked at a gas station. Well, another round, though. Everything
they're finally getting even. They is pretty boring, the line is slow, and
take their time and walk (forget that then you spot a friend from your last
old "10 second service" claim) to philosophy class:
· "Hey man, how are you doing?.
your car with their heads held high. 1
think that they must have Where did you.go over vacation?"
"Oh I visited a few friends up at
renegotiated theircontntcts, because
now you must ask them to check State. It was really a ball. They all
your oil. God help us when they start . had 8:30 classes and I kept them up
unti14:00 every morning. What did
wearing sport coats and ties.
Getting back to prices, if they get you do?"
"Nothing much. Nobody was
any higher, I'm going to put my car·
on a diet.· As it is, it already eats home. Why is Xavier the only school
better than I do. Because it dines at that has finals and a break after
Sohio, 1 have to kill my munchies at Christmas?"
So it goes.
Chili Time or White Castle. When I
One .memorable gasoline firm even
advertised, "Feel free to just stop by
and inspect 'our clean restroom
facilities." They were more interested in cleaning your windshield
for you than making a sale.·
.
Of course, they also pushed gas- .
oline, but they used a different angle.
Instead of telling you to conserve
energy, their emphasis was on high
performance. Do you remember:
"Dino Power," "Put a Tiger in Your ·
Tank," and "260 Action?" Well, today that dinosaur is in a museum, the
Tiger has gone back to selling corn .
flakes, and 260 is about what you'll
pay for that particular grade of fuel.

IH( SIIOH 81EW£tr COMPANY, DntOII, MICHIGAN 48726
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Scholarship fund honors former chairman
The Department of Chemistry recently announced the establish- ·
ment ofthe Father Miller Memorial Fund, to honor Rev. Frederick N.
Miller, S.J., Chairman of the Chemistry Department. for 28 years.
Father Miller died September 30, 1974, in Cleveland. He was 81 and
had been retired since 1969. He joinedXavier's Chemistry staff in 1933
and as Chairman of the Department he added the Master's program in
Chemistry and secured recognition of Xavier's Chemistry faculty and
curriculum by the American Chemical Society.
.
He was also instrumental in the planning and construction of the
Thomas J. Logan Chemist!)' Building in 1953.
As a teacher, Father Miller strongly favored a student-oriented approach. He encouraged many student careers in Chemistry and also
provided guidance to many graduates. who are now practicing
physicians or dentists in Cincinnati and around the United States.
Contributions to the Father Miller Memorial Fund are now being
accepted by Dr. Robert G. Johnson, present chairman of the
Chemistry Department. They should be made out to Xavier University
and marked "The Father Miller Fund."
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From·one beer lover to another.

Corrections program receives grant
The Xavier Graudate Corrections Program received a Columbus
Foundation check for $5,000 to be used to expand the course offerings
in Corrections at the exteris.ion school on the campus of Ohio
Dominican College, Columbus, Ohio. The check represented a grant
of$3,600from the Mrs. Robert L. Barnes fund and $1,400from the unrestricted fund of the Foundation.
.
As a result, Paul H. Hahn, Director, Graduate Corections Program,
states that two additional courses will be offered starting in the spring
semester, and a Corrections Library will be established on the campus
'at Ohio Domincian College.

Sailors elect officers: need memberS
The Xavier Sailing Club has elected new officers for the coming
year. Junior Tim Cusick was elected Commodore. Freshmen elected
were: Rudy Siegal, Vice-Commodore. John Hellmann, RearCommodore, Steve Fader. Treasurer, and Deanne Kendrick, Publicity. Mike Bognar, a junior, was elected Race-Team captain.
The club is beginning its spring membership drive even though sailing does not actually start until March. No previous knowledge whatsoever is need; there is a course for beginners each week before the
meeting. It should be remembered that the Sailing Club is the only
sport at Xavier (intercollegiate) in which men and women compete
equally. All are invited to attend the club's meetings on Tuesday
evenings in the Fordham Room.

The ....., New1 Is lhe official sludent
,_..,.,er ol Xavier University. The articles, pic·
ures. and formal are the responsibility of lhe

editors and do not represent the views of the ad·
must carry 'signature and addr~ss of writer.
ministralion, lacully, and studenl body of Xavier
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any
unless specifically slated.
·
letter and lim it frequent writers.
Main offices, first floor, University Center
The New• is pubiished weekly during I he school
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 745·
year except during vacation and examination
3561. ~dvertlsing telephone: (513) 745·3431.
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207. Subscriptions are $5.00per year. TheNew1
Edilor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . John Lechleller
was enlered as second class maller October 4, ·Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . • . . Mary C. Henkel
1946, al the Posl Office of Cinclnnali, Ohio under
Advisor ......................... James Cahill
lhe Act of March 3, 1879.
Business Manager .......... : ..... Jack Jeffre
Lellers submilled lo lhe New1 for publication · Associale Edilor ...... , .....•...• Paul Ran~ero

1\ssoclate Editor ............ Richard Laglness
Arts Editor ....................... Anita Buck
Sports Editor ·.....•. : ............. Torn Usher
Photo Editor ....................... Pat Sayres
Produclion Manager .............. Don Barker
Circulation Manager .............. Tim Lynch
Art Director .................... Carol Jacober
Copy Editor ...•............. Joyce Sch"reiber
Assistanl to the Editor . . . . . . . . . . Bob Feldhaus
CoiiJmnisl ........................ Tom Flynn
Columnisl . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . Larry Sheehe

Stall . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . Gordon Bartell,
Frank Bernardi, Richard Burke, Jerry Cox, Ron
Cserbak, Steve Cummings, Shannon Flynn, Kathy
Folio, Jack Franckhauser, Pat Freeley, Deborah
Gaston, Bill Hall, Bob Hinkley, Fred Jorgensen,
Boone Kirkman, Mary Knight, Ray Lebowski, Pat
Lynch, Kevin McGraw, Sieve Moser, Tom Petre,
Marcia Plescia, Tim Ranaghan, Tracey Robson,
Stan Saunier, Dan Shick, Rita Schoenfeld, John
Schuler, Diane Sentner, Milton Sprowl, Gayle
Stayton, Bruno Stegmoyer, John Stevie, Jim
Tallmadge, Don Theis, John Woolard.
XIIVIar Newl

Alice
Does·n't
Live
Here
Anymore

Diane Ladd, left, and Ellen ,Burstyn share duties as hash-house waitresses in "Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore."

Players cast

~~Earnest"

As second semester begins the Brandstetter respectively.
Xavier Players are preparing for
The role of Lady Bracknell will be
theirthird production ofthe 1974-75 played by Cathy Kvapil. Her
season. The show will be The lmpor- . , daughter, the Honorable Gwenlance of Being Earnest by Oscar doline Fairfax, will be portrayed by
Wilde, directed by Dan Ledford.
Cynthia Savage.
The principle character of the
Young Cecily Cardew will be
show, John Worthing, will be played played by Patty Davidson. Her
by Matt Diehl. He is a Freshman governess Miss Prism will be porEnglish major and earlier this year trayed by Dana Elliott.
portrayed Sir John of Lancaster in
Taking place in· the summer. of
Henry IV Part I.
1897 the production-will be done in
Worthing's friend Algernon M on- authentic Victorian setting and style.
crieft' will be played by Steve Down through the years the show
Mueller, who was also in Henrv IV has been described as a comic farce,
Part I.
·
but Wilde himself called it "A trivial
Jeff Linton will portray the comedy for serious people". The
Reverend Canon Chausible. The. show concerns the romantic interests
butlers Merriman and Lane will be of a group of English "society" peaplayed, b~ Mike Brown and Barry· . pie.

roooaaoaooooooaoooac:iac:iaci&:ia•

MARDI GRAS '75
Feb. 28-March 1
Semi-formal Dance in Music Hall on Friday
$10.00 per couple
Las Vegas Casino Night on Saturday

Ameri.can
Film Theatre
opens its
1975 season
The American Film Theater opened its 1975 season January 27 & 28
with the Arthur Hiller-directed
screen adaptation of Robert Shaw's
play The Mun in the Glass Booth.
Somewhere something must have
been lost; the play has an excellent
reputation, but the film manifested
little life beyond Maximilian Schell's
·superbly frenetic performance in the
title role ..
It is true that the Film Theatre is
just that, and must not be evaluated
solely by cinematic standards.
Theatre cannot explore the same
possibilities as film; however, film
can enhance theatre, or at least capture such a performance as Schell's,
which could never be repeated night
after night. If film cannot duplicate
the rare peaks of tension sometimes
achieved in theater, it can at least ensure a uniform high standard.
Even though The Man in the
Gla.vs Booth was disappointing-it
really should have been better-it
was still far above the average film
offering. The remaining four
American Film Theatre presentations sound far more promising.
Bertolt Brecht's Galileo, featuring
Topol, John Gielgud and Margaret
Leighton, will be shown February 24

·American lo page 9

BASK IN THE SINGULAR BRILLIANCE
OF ONE FIERY DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
You're engaged. And, to him, you're the most
important one in the world. -So let your
engagement ring be one important diamond.
A dazzling, beamfng solitaire. We'll show you
an exquisite selection, and help you find
your one true diamond. It will sparkle with ·
solitary brilliance .. , symbolizing your
· ·
brilliance together. ·
Marquise Diamond
I ~arat only S 799
Yz carat only S 499
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a review
Alice Doesn't Live, Here Anymore
is one of those infrequent films
which, despite its faults, perhaps
because of them, is ultimately a
realistic, toUching, and thoughful
piece of art. It is also a woman's film,
not in the traditional sense of being
melodramatic or mushy, but because
it concerns a woman, a real woman,
not a stereotype. The film also is very
close to a woman's experience;
although writer Robert Getchell is a
man, actress Ellen Burstyn (Alice)
worked with him on the script, -indeed had script control. She chose
director Martin Scorsese, and four
women are involved in the higher
levels of production: producer,
associate producer, editor and art
director. "Alice" is thus somewhat of
an anomaly in the male-dominated
film industry.
The film concerns a 35-year-old,
middle~lass housewife whose husband is killed in a trucking accident;
from Socorro, New Mexico, she
decides to head back to her home
town of Monterey, where before her
marriage she sang in a hotel. Alice
wants to recapture her dream~ so she
and I !-year-old son Tommy (Alfred
Lutter III) pack up and head for
California.
Alice examines Alice's
relationship with her son, her
relationships with people she meets.
She is a genuine woman: bulges
, where ideally are only curves; who
shaves her legs gracelessy, one foot
in the· sink; who can h'ave playful.
water-fights with her son, or scream
at him wildly. It is an interesting

twist that, except for Tommy; no
male character is seen in depth; they
arc stereo7 or archetypes. Her husband is barely protrayed at all-he
watches television in two of the four
scenes in which he appears. A man
Alice meets when singing in a
Phoenix bar, Ben Eberhard (Harvey
Keitel), turns from an inanely grinning sort into a vicious maniac when
Alice discovers he is married; he
threatens her with a knife. And yet
despite this shallow handling ofthe
two men, there is a feeling that the insensitivity of Alice's husband, the
violence of Ben Eberhard, stems
from their· dissatisfaction and
powerlessness.
The final man Alice meets, while
waitressing in Mel and Ruby's Cafe
just outside Tucson, is a rancher
·(Kris Kristofferson), the archetypal
strong silent salt-of-the-earth type.
After several personality and
lifestyle· clashes, tlte two (three,
·counting Tommy) predictably
reconcile and presumably Jive happily ever after; significantly, though, in
the final scene only Alice and Tommy appear. All may live together,
but there will be no identity-meld.
Most impressive about Alice is its
realism: shot mostly in bars and
motel rooms, its people and their
dialogue are painfully, clumsily trueto-life, caught in embarrassing
situations, often · the more emharassing for blithe ignorance of
same. A lice aL~o just happens to be a
screamingly funny film; the mixture
of humor and pain makes it a ge_ntle
and tolerant document. No
judgments are made; impressions are
presented, good and bad.

Allee lo page 12

Studies In -style
Vickie Hamm lines up a
free throw in last Friday's
game against Camp. bellsville and AI McGuire
does what he does best
during last week's duel
with Marquette.

Women gain 40-37 Marquette, ND down Muskies
win in basketball . • •

still trailed the Warriors 37-27 due to
some sloppy ball handling late in the
half. Although Xavier had shot 63%
with two consecutive jumpers for
By BOONE KIRKMAN
Marquette's 6-7 center, Jerry to Marquette's 55% from the field,
four
points.
Xavier
remained
in
the
Xnler NIWI Staff Wrller
lead for the rest of the second period. Homan, had just been tagged with the Muskies trailed by five buckets.
As the second half started, the best
Freshman starter Vicki Hamm also· his fifth and final foul and was headMost of their shots didn't fall last did very well under the boards, con- ed toward the pinewood. Just as his XU crowd in eleven years (3,985)
Friday night, but 40 points were tributing eight points to Xavier's vic- front foot reached the out of bounds ' began to witness Warriors scoring
line, he was intercepted by Mar- baskets at will. Three things conenough for the Xavier Women's tory.
Basketball team to eek out a victory
The outcome of the contest was quette's general AI McGuire. At the tributed to the Warriors' success and
over Campbellsville College. The not decided until the final minutes. time the score read something like the Muskies failure. One, MarXavier team looked a little shaky, Clifford made two free throws to br- Marquette. 60-XU 40, but that. quette's full court zone press caused
especially in light oftheirconvincing ing Campbellsville' within two points mattered little to McGuire. He pick- the Muskies to turn the ball over 12
win over Midway College, just t~o of XU, but Sohngen "iced" the game ed up a towel, shoved it in Homan's times by halftime alone, compared
nights before, 83-27.
for Xavier with under thirty seconds gut like it was brick and then began to Marquette's three. Two, like all
The Campbellsville women got off remaining. The final score was 40- to say a few words to Homan which Marquette squads, this one had men
can't be written here. Homan let the continually popping up and down in
to an easy tead of four points and 37.
held it until Nancy Sohngen, a
. Lack of ball control at some towel drop to the floor and took an the heart of the lane, like' toast zipXavier junior, followed a lay-up with crucial times and slowness with the open seat on the bench. McGuire ping from a toaster. Three, the ina jumper to "break the ice" for new 3-2 zone defense were Xavier's wasn't satisfied. He continued his dividual talents of Lloyd Walton and
tantrum by picking up the towel and Bo Ellis were too much to handle, as
Xavier at 13:54 into the game. From main problems.
this point on the contest was close.
Xavier won the game with a lineup winging it at Homan's left knee at they finished with 21 and 15 points,
Sohngen was the story for Xavier consisting of one junior, one aboutl50mph.Homanneversaida respectively.There'snodoubtMarin the first period, penetrating well sophomore, and three freshmen. The word; instead, hejustshook his head quette is a nurriber one class ball
club. Maybe someday some of it
enough for three field goals and get· talent of the newer players could be a in disgust.
Such were the highlights in last might rub off on their coach. Maybe.
ting her share of the rebounds. very decisive factor in XU's remainCampbellsville was carried by two . ing schedule. In fact, the· freshmen Wednesday night's game at Schmidt
At Notre Dame, the game went
players, Debbie Clifford with her team members led the scoring Memorial, where Marquette's
shooting and scoring eight points; against Midway: Vicki Hamm, with Warriors scalped Xavier 73-55. much like the Marquette contest, as
Mary Blair with her fine ball control
15 points, Debbie Milostan with 14 Although the Muskies played one of the Fighting Irish crunched Xavier
and offensive movement, in the first points, Anne Shrewsbury with 13 their best first-halfs of all time, they 96-58 before 10,001 in NO's Athletic
period.
points, and Mary Connolly with 9
Those three women made all the points. All of the freshmen put in a
difference in the mediocre first half. good
showing
against
The score at the half was 16-15 in Campbellsville as well.
favor of Xavier.
"If you can win with that kind of
The second half also got off to a· lineup, you can expect good things in
slow .start. At aboutthe 16:00 mark, the future," said Brueneman and "I
Katie Stratman, a sophomore, think some freshmen can expect
started making up for the first half starting assignments."
By TOM USHER
Sporll Editor

and Convocation Center. Once
again a full court pressure defense
spelled doom for the Muskies.
Adrian Dantley, who entered the
game leading the nation in scoring
(31.8 p.p.g.), paced the Irish attack
with 23 points with 19coming in the
fi..St half. Dantley was forced to
leave the game with eight minutes
left when he ran head-on into X's
Gary Deidrick. Seven stitches were
required to close the gash above
Dantley's eye.
On the bright side, the Mad
Bomber, Gary Deidrick, radared in
15 points which was good for team
high.. Mike Plunkett cashed in 13
points· and Pete Accetta pulled down
· 10 rebounds for the Muskies. Joe
" Sunderman, who pumped in 10
against Marquette, responded with
seven against NO.
The two losses drop the
Musketeer ledger to 7-9, as the
Muskies t,hread their-way through
February ~their toughest month on
the schedule. This Saturday the Big
X is up in Milwaukee to face Marquette again. Then they come back
· home· on Wednesday, February
12th, to face St. Bonaventure.

..
,.
...,...
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. . . and add a new
dim~nsion to victo_ry
This year marks the fourth for
Xavier's women's intercollegiate ·
basketball team, and the second year
Picture it. There is an inter· in varsity competition. They have
collegiate varsity basketball game. admittedly come a tong way since
Both teams play hard; they are intent their beginning. Senior. co-captain
on winning. The game is close, won Joyce Young notes that""when we
by a mere three points. At the end of · started we didn't even have unthe game there is victory-and relief iforms. Now we have separate unfor the winners, defeat and disap- iforms for practices and games. It.
.pointment for the losers, and a social really. makes a difference." In addihour for them both. You say Tay tion, the fieldhouse has recently been
·Baker is providing refreshments for adapted to accommodate women
Dick Vitale and the boys after there- with lockers, shower stalls and even
cent University of Detroit game? hair dryers. Yet even with these im·Bite your tongue! It's the Xavier provements, Xavier often remains at
·Women's Intercollegiate Basketball a disadvantage with the other teams·
.team after their game with· they play. Some of the schools·
Campbellsville College and the recruit women specifically for
social hour is a regular feature basketball and have athletic.
.'among the women's teams. It is also scholarships. Most of the schools
~-"an attempt at humanizing inter- · have at least a women's physical
·collegiate athletics," Women's education department. While there
Coach Tony Brueneman explained. · are two women enrolled in Xavier's
"When the women's teams first got phys. ed. department,, there is no
.started. the only models they had program geared to women's physical
were the men's teams. Yet the men's
model is not always the most
Dimension to page 9
desirable."
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By TRACEY ROBSON
XIWier Nwlltaff WriiH

·Remember the lilies of the Bible? They toiled not. Neither did
they spin. As Dominican Sisters. of the Sick Poor we toil for the
young as well as the old, for the acute as well as the cronically
ill and we care not for their race or religion for all are of the
kingdom of God. Our feet carry us along busy streets, up and
down tenement stairs, in and out of homes where illness, ignorance, discouragement and despair -are sometimes permanent .
guests. Nursing, counseling, helping to keep families together
in their homes as one
loving unit. ·
bomlniCMl SIStERS 0~ thE SICk POOR
Our Mission is to the
. 2J3S FAIRVIEW AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OHIQ 45219:
poor, but to a special
Dear Sister,
W,O'!Id like !O k!'ow more about the opPortunities you
category of the po?,r:, . , .IofferHor
shartng m your work. I understand there is no
obligation
.
the sick. There are
.
many ways for you to
Name __~------------------------serve the poor and the
Address-------------------sick. We welcome you
C i t y - - - - - - - - State _ _ _ _ zlp ____
to ... "Come and see."
Telephone---------------

r-------------------------

~\

N
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Hayes, Ali, and the Reds are among
~hose who'll have a rough year in '75

PoOr Woody
Tom Stevens, last year's Xavier
· News sports editor, prepared these
sports predictions for the Janllllry 9
issue. Due to an e"or, they weno
omitted at that time imd appear
below.
As usual, 1975 has been ushered in
·by firecrackers, hangovers,
resolutions ... and a rash of sports
predictions. These things will
happen this year in the world of fun
and games (maybe) . . .
JANUARY. Woody Hayes, finding
no yardsticks to break, no
photographers to push, and no
.students to· pummel, ·decides to
barricade himself inside the visitors'
locker room at the Rose Bowl; he
refuses to emerge until Southern
Cal's 2-point conversion is negated
and Ohio State declared a winner. . .
Minnesota wins Super Bowl IX 13-6
amid a chorus of snores and yawns at
Tulane Stadium ... Xavier's basketball team finally defeats a major
college opponent.
FEBRUARY. After signing a 3-year
contract for 200 grand a season,
Johnny Bench J?romises he'll drive in
150 runs in '75. Cincinnati boos.. .
Xavier shocks UC 70-58 in basket-

\\\

ball. Gale Catlett watches his NCAA Dodsers beat the Reds 7-5 in the JllNE. Catfish Hunter beats Dan Driessen to first, and Tony
berth fly out the window. ~·. Woody season opener at Riverfront, as Dan- Oakland 4-1 for his 9th victory of the Perez to left f~eld. .The Reds'
still won't budse. Bo Shembechler ny Driessen lets · three balls roll season. Charlie Finley sends his en- desperate comeback attempt juSt
sends him a get-well card-postase through his legs and hurls a peg to tire team to bed early without supper barely falls short, and LA wias the
due.
·
first into the green seats . ·. · . . . . Danny Driessen is leading the Western Division title by oncpme.
MARCH. Indiana wins the Big Ten, Muhammed Alj says he wants to league in batting averase and in tur- OCTOBER. The . Dodgers beat
Alabama the SEC, Louisville the sign a contract to fight Georse ning outs into singles ... Muhamm- Philadelphia for the NatioMI
MVC, and Miami the MAC. UC Foreman in Ethiopia.
ed Ali uys he wants to fight George · Leasue title, and New York downs
wastes its. time bY accepting an in- MAY. The Capital Bullets win the Foreman in Istanbul.
the A's for the AL pennanL The
vitation to the NIT, where the Bear- NBA Championship by knocking Jl'L Y. Johnny Be~h is leading the Dodgen end a world title drousht of
cats are promptly knocked off in the off the Golden State Warriors in 7 league in home runs; Don Gullett is a decade by sweeping tbc Yanbesin
first round ... Xavier finishes the games ... Protesting the $5 increase leading the league in victories; Pete the Series . . . Charlie Finley tmdes
season with a .SOO record ... UCLA, in infield admission, college students Rose is leading the league in hustle; Reggie Jackson and Sal Rando to
North Carolina State, Indiana, and across America decide to boycott the and the Dodgers are leading the divi- the Yankees to get Catfish HWiter
Louisville make it to. the NCAA Kentucky Derby: At posttiine, only sion by two and a half light years ... back.
.
finals in San. Diego. UCLA trips 51 people are enjoying the infield ac- Woody Hayes returns home and NOVEMBER. The Benpls c:mub
Louisville in the final-and here we comodations, including IS cashiers, Columbus cheers .... Muhammed Minnesota, Ldli ··Angeles. and
go again.. ·.Joe Namath decides to 9 vendors, and a bewildered Ali says he wants to fight George Oakland, but lose twice to the Oilers
put off a budding career selling pan- Churchill Downs president ... Cin- · Foreman at the North Pole.
. .. Michigan roUs. over Ohio State
ty hose and· popeorn poppers, and cinnati finally is awarded an ABA AUGUST.Profootballcampsopen. 24-6 for the Big Ten Championship.
signs a 2-year contract with the Jets . franchise. The new team will be Paul Brown says his pre-season goal . .Woody Hayes phil~phizcs: ..lt"s
.. Woody Hayes makes a collect called the Queens, and a concerted is to beat the Oilers twice ... Catfish not whether you win or lose, but how
telephone call to his wife in Colum- ·civic ·effort immediately gets un- Hunter shuts out Oakland for his you play the game that counts." ...
bus: "This is Coach Hayes. I'll be de..Way to land Tiny Tim as player- 20th victory. Charlie Finley con- Muhammed Ali says he'll run for
home by the Fourth of July. Thank coach .. :Tom Usher pinch hits for templatessuicide ... Muhammed Ali governor of Pennsylvania.
you."
·.
.
. Mike McCaffrey in Xavier's annual wins a split decision over Foreman in DECEMBER. Being 2 games out
APRIL. ihe Kentucky Coicinels win student government-faculty softball a 15-round slugfest in Jamaica.
withjlL'It one game left to play, Paul
the ABA· Championship by knock- game. Ush hits an easy ground b~ll SEPTEMBER. College football gets Brown decides· to forfeit a
. ing off' the San Antonio Spurs in 6 that is turned into a grand-slam underway. Woody Hayes is anxious- "meaningless" game to divisionly awaiting a November date at Ann leading Pittsburgh. Fifty-five thougames. Cincinnati yawns ... Major homer by the inept professors, and
Arbor . . . Sparky Anderson sand rowdies threaten to burn Riverleague basehlill gets underway. The the students triumph 12-11.
reshuffles his defensive alignment in front Stadium ... Oakland and Los
a last-ditch effort to overtake the . Angeles make it to Super Bowl X ...
Dodgers: Pete Rose moves to third, Christmas falls on IJec. 25th.
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Sikorski ·named IM chief,
threellftan basketball ends

!it

il! J; RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL

llllll

ByoTIM RANAGHAN
X.vler Newa Slaff Writer

SHERMAN AVE~ AT MONTGOMERY RD.
NORWOOD
·DIRECTLY OPPOSITE SURREY SQUARE SHOPPING
CENTER
OPEN 10:30 till 2:30 Monday thru Friday
1 :00 p.-m. till 2:30 a.m. Saturday 8t Sunday
DINNER SERVED UNTIL 10:00 p.m. DAILY
PIZZAS 8t SANDWICHES SERVED UNTIL 2:30 a.m.
WE. ARE JUST. 5 MINUTES AWAY FROM XAVIER

PIZZA

John Sikorski has been named
student' intramural di.rector for the
remainder of this school year. He
replaces Rob Sieber, who has left
school temporarily.
·
Sikorski's tasks include scheduling, league organizations, and hiring
referees and scorers. He also acts as
floor manager in the fieldhouse,
keeping everything under control.
Along with I.M. director Tony
Brueneman and the rest of the advisory board, John .will be assisting
·in . the organization of extracurricular · activities such as
Blarney Stone Days, Mardi Gras,
and Greek Week. Also, the spring
semester brings the most varied
array of sports activities ofany time
of the year. Those planned for this
spring are 5-man basketball, a Sunday hockey league, handball and

PIZZA

PLAIN - SAUCE & MOZARELLA CHEESE
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
$1.10

$3.30

$2,.00

EACH ITEM EXTRA

MEDUIM

LARGE

. $.30

$.45

$.50

• • *
O's Maroders captured the men's
AA three-man basketball championship with a victory over the Pure
Praire League. The Maroders were
paced by Bruce Overman and AI
Ricks, both scoring 18 points. Kevin
Sofranko lead all scorers with 30
points in a losing effort. The final
sscore was 64-56' in favor of the
Maroders.
The men's "A" champions are the
Bucks. Their victory came at the
hands of the Daly Doubles, 55-46.
The Bucks' Denny O'Maila netted 22
points to lead his team to the crown.
Phil Kane pumped in 25 points for
the Doubles.

FLY=

PEPPERONI SAUSAGE GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS
MUSHROOMS OLIVES TOMATOS ANCHOVIES .
· EXTRA CHEESE EXTRA SAUCE

SMALL

racquetball tournaments, and soccer
and softball leagues.
Although John will be carrying 18
hours and an Urban Studies' internship, he hopes to have time to
keep .intram urals running smoothly.

DINNER SPECIALTIES
PASTAS
Dining room

Carryout
Spaghetti with m.eat sauce ........................... , .·. :• .. .
Spaghetti with ~eat balls ................. :·.; .. ·~·•· .. ~ ~ . : . , .
Spagh~~ti wi.th whi.te Italian clam sauce ... >........ :}J.::.~
Ravioli· [Homemade) ................ ·...................... :_·..
Mostaeioli with meat balls ................ :.......... '.·; ~w
. . no meat balls ................ ·:-·................. .
Lasagna ....... : .......................................... .
•••

11
M
~
m
!ii

$2.25
$2.95
$3.35
'$3.50
$2.95
$2.25
$3.50

$1.65
$1.65
$2.25
$2.25
$1.95
$1.65
$2.25

Dinners include salad and garlic bread
·(creamy Italian, French, Thousand Island)
(Blue Cheese 10¢ extra)
HOAGYS

%

Steak - includes tomato sauce, cheese
onions and tomatos ................ ; .................· ~ .. $1.65 -

•.
,

It:~

$1.65.

~~F.-.,t'r~·i.,J G~h:~!:;
-;.::,":~':;~~!. ~~~::!:'.~ lunchmeat, ·
and·onions .................................. :........... $1;6_5

·• .

$1.65

_Italian Sausage sandwich .
(hot and spicy) ; ..................... ·: ~ ...... ~ ......... $Ui5
Meatball Hoagy wi~h or without cheese ... ·~ ..... ~ ..... .- .... $1.65
· · .M~shrooms extra .... •.; ............ :. '; ..... ;! .•.• ·.••.• ; $A5
,, ..

. ..

i

•

•

~.'

One out of every thr~·e Marine Corps officers
is in aviation. And we're looking for mqre
good men to join them. Men who will fly some
· of the world's most exciting aircraft, as
members of the world's finest air-ground
team. If you're in college now, look into our
PLC-Aviation program. There's no better

$1.65
$1.65

and no better way-to get started.

· •·

-:' ·,,·,·, .. ' .. : FOR CARRYOUT ORDERS

· Starting pay $960o-12,®0 (over $17,400 afterS
years>

,1

•

. .:· PHONE
S31
~4.SSQ
..: : ·o··RM-·
·
·
:}:: ,. . .,:. ·su·mm.er tra•·n· ,·ng only while in school. The
.
.
.
.
.
·.··
.....
r . · . .·FAE
.E. D:&U'J· &:RV TO
A"L. IAV_~:-_R·:.:~':Q :... · .-1· .:'': ;:,\< .; _chanc~tor~P._to$27ooinfinancialassistance.
·.
. ·. ·. ,; . ·: ·\J/j' ··. ~ .
'"
·; ::.·:ji, 'ftfJ ·. ri .. ; ·. ~tt·! . ~: . ::~ ;,. ;· ;,. >> · . :: ·: . . .. •:· ,;< ·: >'\ ....,,
..
. _·r·f ;,,· ~oN ·OaOIRS (JF - -~ :P:i·~ : ...~. : ·-:~ .. ': ·.... ' ·, .,-..:. : :'... '.__·: ; Ca!l qar,;a:~()l,lr;t l,.owery at (513) 684-2846
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Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday

~--~------~----~------.~------~----~--~

~-

Basketball: XU vs St. Bonaventure, Fieldhouse, 8:00 P.M.
Ash Wednesday
lincoln's. Birthday

Auto Mec:hnaics Course, 2:30
Breen Lodge
"Tunnel of Love" Social Committee 9-12 Midnight Husman
·Hall
·

St. Valentine's Day ,
Basketball - X.U. vs. Northern
Military Ball
Kentucky, Fieldhouse 8p.m.
"Garage Clean-out Party" - Women's · Basketball vs.
Urban Affairs, Finn lodge
Northern Kentucky, Home 7
Tucker's Tavern - Band "Flat- - p.m.
bush" 8-12 Midnight
Clown Band at 1/2 time
Breen Lodge - Plani Co-op,
1:30 p.m. Breen lodge ·

Women's Buketb11 1i vs.
Thomas More,8:00Fieldhouse
Placement Office: "The nsht
Job M11rket"- Theatre 3:30

Economics Club - Post-Game
Gathering at Marion Hall
Noontime Movie: ~·sound of
. laughter" (ttint) Univ. Center
Danforth Brown Bag Lunch 1:30 Breen Lodge
Buketbal - X. U. vs. Oi!Jton,
Fieldhouse 8:00 P.M.
Feigler Dancers at Vz time

Auto Mechanics Class, 2:30
Breen Lodge
George Washington's Birthday
Placement Office - "Career
Night Discussion" in the
Hearth Room - 3:30- 4:30

Vmcent Diehl, S.J., Mini- Ranger Club Rapelling trip to
seminar: Education of New- Natural Bridge State Park Kenman
tucky Feb. 22-23
Women's BaskelbaD vs. lin- · Life Pllnning.Workshcip, (9-5),
coin 8:00 Fieldhouse
Feb. 22-23
.
A.A.U.P. Meeting 1:30 Cash
Room
A.A.S.A. Dance
· Tucker's Second. Anniversary
Rand "Pegasus" ·

Women's B11sketball vs. Cin. Career Night Discussion,3:30-.
Bible College - 8pm 4:30, Hearth Room
Fieldhouse
Placement Office, "Career
Night Discussion" 3:30-4:30
Hearth Room

Danforth Brown ·Bag Lunch,
1 :30 Breen Lodge
B11sketbaU: X.U. vs. U.C. Cin··
cinnati Gardens
X.U. Band Concert, Madeira
High School1:30- 2:30

Auto Mechanics Course, 2:30
Breen Lodge
Career Night Discussion,
Hearth-Ohio Rooms 3:30-4:30
Fr. O'Brien Lecture Series,
7:00, Kelly Auditorium, Alter
Hall, Prof. Walter Heller

Art Exhibit/Sale,10-6 P.M. University Center

Art Exhibit/Sale, 10-6 P.M. University Center.

Ranger Club Rapelling Trip
French Club "Mardi Gras
Gathering" - Breen lodge

O.K.I. Drill Team Competition President's Day Holiday
X.U. Band Host-Fieldhouse , No classes
Kodak Art Exhibit University
Center Feb. 17-21

Sunday

Ranger Club Rappelling Trip,
Northern !(entucky, Feb, 8-9
Concert John Mayall 8 P.M.
Fieldhouse - tickets from
Ticketron $5.00 advance $6.00
at door, tickets acrqss from
Grill.

Voluntary Poverty- Patti & Rod
Radle, Speak - 2:30 Terrace
Room
In Concert - 7:30, Theatre
lasi Day for late Registration

Ground Hog Day ·

Ranger Club Trip
life Planning Worbhop

iJ

Yearbook Sales End - Across
from Grill
Dance in Armory - 8-1 A.M.
Admission $2.00sponsored by
Delta .Sigma Pi
Breen lodge - Plant Co-op
1:30 P.M. Breen lodge

Association for Computing
Machinery-Speakers ·from
Greater Cincinnati Chapter
ACM, 8 P.M., Terrace Room.
Ba.skeiball -Wheeling at X.U.
8:00P.M.
Fr'. O'Brien lecture Series :
1:30 P.M. Theatre Fr. John
Eagan

Monday

~®

X.U. Players, "Importance of
Being Earnest," 8 p;m., Theatre
Mt~rdi Gru, Semi-Formal
Dance at Music Hall, 9-1 a.m.

Tuesday· Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday
X.U. Players, "Importance of
Being Earnest" 8:00p.m. in the
Theatre
Ltls Vegu C•ino NJshtDt~nc:e
(Social Com). 11!-2 a.m.

X.U. Plilye~, "Importance of BuketbaU. St. Joseph (lnd) at

Being Earnest" 8 p.m., Theatre X.U. 8pm Fieldhouse

I(.U. Pllyen, "Importance of L11st Oily for Residence H11ll

6elng Earnest," 8:00Theatre Slilff Applc111ions

St. P11trkk's D11y - Parade
Downtown

iJ
Women's lilsketbal, X.U. vs.
Wilmington, 8pm Fieldhouse
Breen Lodge, Women's Sell
Defense Cllss, 7:00p.m. (tent)
Placement Office: "Job Search
Techniques") pm. Terrace
Room

B11sketbal: Cleveland State at Auto Mechanics Course, 2:30
X.U. 8pm Fieldhouse
Breen Lodge
Noontime Movie: Cartoons, Placement Office: "How to
University Center
make the most of the interDanforth Brown Bag Lunch, view" Terrace Room- 3:30
1 :30 Breen Lodge
Breen Lodge, Women's Self
Defense Clilss, 7:00p.m. (tent)

Ec:onomlc:s Club DinerSpeAker to be ilnnounc:ed.
Breen Loge, Women's Self
Defense ~lilss - 7pm (tent)

Clef Club Concert - Villa
Madonna

Auto. Mechanics Course, 2:30
Breen Lodge
llilrney Stone DiiJI - Tug of
' War, "Big Time" Wrestling·

llt~rney Stone DiiJI - Dance ._Grad. School Foreign
Cafeteria
· Ltlnguase h - and Fortran
French Club, "Meier's Wine E•- 2p.m.
Cellar Visit"
Breen Lodge/Pied Piper -Film
Festival, 7-11 Terrace Room

Self-Defense .Class, Breen · Noontime Movie: Starring
Ch.tirlle Ch.tipl!n -11:30-1:30
Lodge, 7 p.m. (tent)
Danforth Brown Bag Lunch,
1:30, Breen Lodge ·

Auto Mechanics· course, 2:30
Breen Lodge
'
Breen Lodge, Women's Self
Defense Course, 7pm (tent)

First Day of Spring
Weekend Course-. "Contem'A.A.U.P. Meeting- 1:30 Cash porary Marriage"
Room
·
Communiversity ·Theatre:
Weekend Course - "Conlem- "The Merry Wives of .Windpor ary Marriage" - inter- . sor"
disciplinary.
..
Corbett Communiversily
Thutre: "The Merry Wives of

X.U. Pllyen, "'lmporta·nce of
Being Earnest," 8:00 Theatre

w-.."

X.U. Players: Reader's Theatre
(tent)
Mid-term Grades Due

Easter,
Page 6

a.eb.il X.U. vs. Dayton 2:00

Final Day for t'iling
.Applications for June Degrees

Pu-er

~.U. Pllyen, "Importance of
Being Earnest," 8:00 Theatre

...

Geed Frillily.
Euler \'Killion lesfn1

Ranger Club Camping Trip,
Smokey Mts., Tenn.
A.AS.A. Relre111 111 Hueston
Woods, March 31-April 4
Xavier News

Sunday

Monday

Wednesday Thursday

Tue$day
Ranger Club. Cllmplns Trip,
Smokey Mts., Tenn.
A.A.S.A. Retreat

Ranger Club Cllmpins Trip, , Ranger Club Campins
Smokey Mts., Tenn.
Trip,Smokey Mts,Ten.n.
A.A.S.A. Retreat
A.A.S.A. Retreat
Bllseball: X.U. vs. Morehead
St., Home 2:300'Conner Field

A.A.S.A.:Biack ·.History Lee-· Classes Resume- all divisions
A.A.S.A. : Education, Theal"re
ture, Theatre, 3:30.p.m.
..
6:00
..

A.A.S.A.: · Black Psychology,
Kelly Auditorium, 1:30 p.m.
O'Brien Lecture Series - Bill
Kenkins, Theatre "New Shakespeare Company"
Play : Midsummer Night's
Dream", Theatre, 8:00 p.m.

A.A.S.A.: Medicine/Health,
Theatre.
Danforth Brown Bag Lunch,
1:30 p.m. Breen Lodge .

EnckeComeltoReturn-don't Baseball: X.U. vs. Wright St.,
strain your neck!
Home 3:30 p.m.

A.A.S.A. Lerone Bennett,
Theatre, 6:30p.m.
X.U. Stage Band, N. A.C.B.
Convention at Convention
Center

· X.U. Players- T.V. Drania
Noontime Movie
"7th
Voyage of Sinbad": 11:30-1:30
A.A.S.A. :'Speaker, 1:30 p.m.
Danforth Brown Bag Lunch,
1:30 p.m. Breen Lodge

X.U. 'Players: Three one~act
plays

• BiiSebllll: X.U. vs. Thomas. Danforth Brown Bag Lunch,
More, 3:30 p.m. O'Connor 1:30 p.m. Breen Lodge
Field·

~@

Ranger Club Canoe Trip

Sunday

~®

~®.

GllEEK WEEK- (April 28- . .
.
May 3) - Road Rally, 7:.00 GREEK WEEK
p.m. North Campus Parking
·Lot
Final Day for Withdrawal from
course without failure

Monday

Tuesday

GREEK WEEK· AI Nlflht Dllnce
Contest • University Center
Fourrageres : President's
Review
Pre-registration Begins
Baseball : X.U. vs. Central St.,
2:00 O'Conner Field

Saturday·

Friday
Ranger Club Camping Trip
A.A.S.A. Retreat
Baseball :X.U. vs. Wilmington,
3:30

Baseball: X.U. vs. Northern
Kentucky St. 1 :00

Auto Mechanics Cour~e, 2:30, Spring Mall Carnival, 1-4
Breen Lodge
, Sadie Hawkins Days - Social
A.A.S.A. : Economics, Kelfy Committee.
A.A.S.A.: Politics for Black SurAuditorium, 1:30 p.m.
Black Drama, 7:30 p.m. viva!, Black Business Expo, 9:00
Theatre
a.m.:-1:30 p.m.
Reception Terrace Room,4:30
p.m.
Band Concert, Theatre, 7:30

X.U. Players Theatre
Workshop
Sadie Hawkins Days
A.A.S.A. : Fashion Show, 8:00
p.m. Theatre

~®·

Auto Mechanics Course, 2:30
Breen Lodge
Clef Cl4b Tour Begins

X.U. Players: -Three-one act
plays.
Jr. Class Prom : Schueler's
Ballroom, 9 p.m.
French Club: "Cultural
Meeting," Breen Lodge

Auto Mechanics Course, 2:30 Ranger Club Canoe Trip, Rae·
p.m. Breen Lodge
coon Creek, Ohio
A.A.U.P. Meeting, 1:30, Cash
Room
·
BBeball : X.U. bs. Marshall,
3:30
Arbor Day- Plant a tree

X.U. Players: Three-one act
plays
Baseball : X.U. vs. Cincinnati,
Home, 1:00 p.m. O"Conner
Field

Ranger.Ciub Canoe Trip .
Senior Comprehensive Exams,
Breen Lodge, Pied Piper; Film
Festival 7-11 p.m.
Old Time Night • X.U. Band
· 8:00 p.m. Cafeteria
(Faculty & Students)

continued ...
X.U. Band Concert Tour Begins
Danforth Brown Bag lunch
1:30 p.m. Breen Lodge.

Wednesday

Friday

Thursday
Greek Week: All Kinds ofnny
events

Saturday

X.U. Players: "Guys and
Dolls," 8:00 p.m. Theatre
Greek Week
Final Day for Senior Thesis

X.U. Players: "Guys and
Dolls," 8:00 p.m. Theatre
Derby Day • Brockman "Infield"
Greek Week ·The Glory That
Wa Gret~se D1nce

fllmlly Weekend
-· X.U. Players: "Guys and
Dolls", 8:00 Theatre

F1mlly Weekend
Ranger Club Mt. Climbing
Trip, Dayton, Ohio
X.U. Players: "Guys. and
Dolls," Matinee, Theatre•

iJ
X.U. Players:· "GUJI .and Marie Wilner Art bhibit, Un- Baseball: X.U.vs.OhioUniverDolll," 8:00p.m. Theatre
sity, 2:00p.m.
hiersity Center, May 5- 20
Honors Convocation 1:30 p.m.
X.U. Band Concert, Theatre ·

Noontime Movie: "When
Comedywas.King". 11:30-1:30
University Center
laeball: ·x.u. vs. Louisville,
2:00 O'Conner Field . ,

.~i}
Molher's Day
Begin Cramming!
Ranger ClubMt. Climbing Trip
X.U. Players: "Guys and Dolls,
8:00 p.m. Theatre

~®

~-®

:

~@

Fln1hWeek
Panic Button
Courtesy X.U. News

Penlec:OII Suncbiy

Stock-up on coffee!

Finals·

Hunt for your notes!
Visit all of your profs. I
'Breen Lodge/Pied Piper ·out- ·
door film-festival

~~

~~

Finals

. Finals

Begin to panic!

50th Annlven•y Celebration
X.U. lind • Dinner Dance

~~
Finals

..

'?1,7) .;

le•.., Pro•: Netherland

Trinity Sunday
"Indianapolis 500".

Hihon "Hall of Mirrors", 9·1

...- - - -....

~--

.-.
,,
. :.··

··:·\

~------_:-~

Fourrageres: Commlssionln1

C~emonies.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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.Two career programs to be held this
month could lend insight into ·...

ACTUARIAL TRAINEES WANTED

Your future
"LIFE

PLANNING

WORK-

SHOP.. • Saturday It Sunday, Feb.
ll " 23. 9:00-5:00.
"CAREER DAYS PROGRAM".·

Feb.l8,20,21,24,25andMarch4&
6, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
· ·
By Joseph Sandman, Asst. Director
of Placement and Student Aid
What are ·you going to do with.
your life after your graduation from
Xavier? During the past 10 years the
job market for college grads has
taken a serious turn for the worse,
and experts in the field, including the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, say there
are no indications It will significantly
improve in the near future. Most
probably, we will never again seethe
day when business, industry, government agencies and educational institutions hire the number of college
graduates they did in the 60's.
There is no need to panic, but the
situation does necessitate more
careful career planning on the part of
the individual, if he wishes to find a
satisfying job. Even during the early·
years of college; a; shldent should
begin reflecting and gathering information about career ·possibilities
after graduation. · -.. · .-.:<
In order to assist ·our students in
this important area of their lives, the
Placement and ·Student Aid Office,
in cooperation w_itll' Xavier's faculty
and the Office for Student Development, is spon~oring two new
programs that · should provide
valuable career information and
guidance.
.
The first is "The. Life Planning .
Workshop," a series of instructions,
exercises and assignments-some to
be done alone, some with othersdesigned to ~elp juniors, seniors and
graduate students identify their
talents, values and interests, and to
construct on this liase a workable
plan for a satisfying life.
The Workshop will be directed by
Mr. George Dershimi:r, an expert
with twelve years experience in the
field of career development; he will
be assisted by Ms. Marilyn Mitter-·
maier of the Student Development
Staff.
The Workshop is neither a "TGroup," nor a sensitivity session; it is
not a place to acquire information
about specific job openings; it does
not mak.e use of psychological or
vocatfonal testing. Instead, it is an
opportunity to increase the power an
individual has over his life by
facilitating an in-depth assessment
of one's unique personality and exploring the kinds of career and life
experiences that would be satisfying.

PATTI & ROD RADLE
VOLUNTEER. POVERT-Y:
An Alternative
lifestyle to the
Great American
Dream at 2:30pin .
in. the ·
Tetrace· Room
.
· · On Jhur~~Y Feb. 6 .·: ...

F~EE.FOit'. CGN.CtiT:.:.·

.:.:· ·at!:~~~;!~ :~ ~.i~:.,:·:': ;_: ~
. .

. \ .•

-~'..1':

.

. .'·.''.; ;·: ~

~- · . JtiHN::MA.YAL{:--~.: .:·<·
·,;;: .- .~~;. ~~~r:.: ?·_;~:~;L\.': .:

.f~~~l~t~~~~-t";k·::_·;:,.
.. .:: ·. :......

~·,.

·..... -: :· .. :I

.

•n:thf,:fleldhouse--~::···.:

Satu'rday .fej). $. i;3oPm :
:~~ . ::~:.~ ·r, :-:~ :r. : <
. . =·:··:::~·-.:,·:::·

Paulette Cassidy

369-5056

GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
(A Subsidiary of American Financial Corporation)
An Equal Opportl!nity Employer ·M/F

WANTED
Student Campus Representative
To contact all students on campus.
Excellent opportunity with substantial financial reward.

IF INTERESTED, CALL
Rex Wooten
· Gidget Enterprise

, -.

~ ~ .

, ,·

631-8361.: ·, .

~...-------------------~·

n

~MT

i

PV

FV

. lheseareyoorkeysto

unprecedented c81culating power.
Only Hewlett-Packard offers them.
We invite you to experience them on
HP-65. Hewlett-Packard's "small
Hewlett-Packard's scientific and business
miracle:· The world's only fully program.pocket calculators.
., ~...
mable pocket calculator. Also prepro·;i: ,.__,; .Cqme see for yours~if liow:the ENT~Ri
g(~mmed to handle 51 calculating functions.
. ! ·.·;.::key l~ts you "speak" with~total consisttihcy
:; C~sts- $795. XU Bookstor~ $600.
.
:to HeWlett-Packard's three scientific
··
... on·e demo at $500.!
..
calculators.
·- HP-70. The simplified powerhouse in
Come see for yourself how their
pocket business calculators. Handles
W/PRGM-RUN switch lets you write and
dozens of busi.ness-math problems.
execute programs up to 100 steps long
Costs $275. XU Bookstore $200. .
without knowing a speeiallanguage on· the·
One demo 11t $19.0.
. . .
world's only fully programmable. pocket.
. HP·BO~ The mos~ powerful-pocket
calculator. · ·
· · .· · ·
· •
calculator
available.to businessmen. Pre. · · · Come see fo~ y9ur~lf hc;>w the "n;'"i;'
prograinm~ to hand1Er36 financial
.·
. "PMT,'"PV" and "FV" key$ on Hewlettfunctl()ri$..:cos~ $395•.XU BookStore $300.
. Packard's pocket busine~ ealcuiators . · .· One ~. .9. _at $250•.· ·. · · .· · ·
.replac:e· all thecqmpo(#ld interest,· discount,·:. · · · · ·If yq~'re ~ooking for unprecedented
bon~. and ·annuity. taq~e$¢9minonly in ·use. · · ··
· .· . Here's a thumbnail sketch of the · . , ·· . · ~alcu.l~~irig power for your money,. by all
. m.:t~n~ see and .test theSe machines. Come
. Hewlett~Pac~rd pocket calculators we. · ·
on i~. And bring a stubborn problem.
· ··
·
· .·.offer. ·.. :_· '
.· ·. ·
HP;.3&.
inalseientific"eiectronic ·
.
. . . . . . ,···.· "'·
.· ..
··
to handle 22 ·
•,. ., ,_,.,:., . .·;·_,_. . .· . '·sll(;le: nile:·
Ad1c:Jre·$saible M.erriory :
,.

follow~d'·by a; -~:· :~· '_."

.

Early sign up is encouraged, since from 3:30-4:30 in the University ·
the Workshop will be limited to fifty Center Building.
· Our office will also offer three
participants. If the limit of 5() is not
reachf:d by Monday, Fe~ruary 10, sessions, also at 3:30 p.m., dealing
theW orkshop will be opened to non- with various phases of the job
Xavier participants. The investment market and career plan: Tuesday.
Feb. 18, ..The Tight Job Market,
demanded of each participant eight hours each day and $5.00. to Career Resources and the Job Camcover the costs of operation- seems paign;" Tuesday, March 4, ..Job
small wt,en compared to the impor- Search Techniques: How to Prepare
.Cover letters and Resumes;" Thurstance of a sound life plan.
The second program, "The Career day, March 6, "How to Make the
Most oft he Joblnterview."This last
Days Program," has been made
possible by the generous coopem- session will include a panel of
tion of Xavier's. department . professional recruiters ~ho will
chairmen and other faculty who answer question~ and stage several
have agreed to conduct 23 ·sessions mock interviews.
An effective career plan .is comdealing with career possibilities for
posed of several distinct parts, inspecific majors. These sessions
should be helpful, not only to the up- cluding self assessment, the collecperclassman who is finishing an tion of information about potential
academic program and would like to career fields and learning the techniques of the job hunt. The progmms
know which fields might be open to
outlined above are designed to help
him, but also to the underclassman
upwho hasn't yet decided which area of all Xavier students studies is best for him.
perclassmen and freshmen, liberal
Sign up for these .presentations is
arts majors and business majors in this important part of their lives. I
not necessary. Simply check the
schedule whic.h will be published in
personally wish to invite all Xavier
the Febrwlry··13 issue of the NEWS students' to participate in what we
and is available now in the Placehope will be some very valuable ;
ment Office. All sessions will be held
sessions.
·
· · .. - . .

Are you a Mathematics, Economics, ·Operations Research, Quan·
titative. Analysis, Accounting or Business major· graduate or near
graduate? Do you have a logical mind, imaginative ideas, .com·
municatiVe s.kills and managerial aptitude? Are you seekmg a
career, rewarding in both job satisfaction and financial compensa·
tion in a progressive, dynamic company? If your answers to the
abcive are "Yes," then YOU should consider a career as a Casualty
ActUary with the Great American Insurance Group. Having passed
the first two Casualty Actuarial Society's examinations considered a
plus.. For further information, please call:

~

.· . :.····stocK R·eauCtloN·sALE .
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American
from page 3

matinees ($2.50 for students ai
matinees). Local AFT theatres are'
·the Beacon Hill, Hollywood, arid;
Northgate Cinemas.
-

& 25. March 17 & 18 brings Jacques
Brei Is Alive and Well and Living in
Paris, starring Jacques Brei as
him~lf. Lindsay Anderson directs
Alan Bates and the original London
cast in David Storey's In Celebration, April21 and 22. Finally, Glenda Jackson, Susannah York and Vivien Merchant play in Jean Genet's
The Maids, May 19 and 20.
·Although the AFT sells season
tickets by subscription, individualperformance tickets are available
after season-ticket holders are
seated, in theatres not sold out.
Tickets are $4.50 evenings, $3.50

over the past few years; taking on
many of the men's rules. Where the
women once played with six players
-two guards and two forwards who
stayed· at either end of the court,
and two "rovers" who traYelled back
and forth, they now have a five
player team all of whom may play
both ends. The women now play two
twenty-minute halves instead of four
eight-minute quarters. _ This has
called for some changes in strategy.
Brueneman explained, "Now the
bench is more important than ever,
we need to be able to substitute more
and let the players rest some." Other·
rules are different from the men's
game: there is a 30~second shot clock
which requires a team to shoot the
ball within 30 seconds of their
possession; _there is no 10-second

Dimension
from page 4
education. Coach Brueneman explained that it is a lot easier to
develop talent within an athletic discipline. Yet that is what makes
Xavier's women's team unique.
Anne Ernst, the other co-captain,
commented, "The women come out
to play because we want to, and there
is a real will to win."
·
The women's game has changed

~n

Sugflr

Spice

line, which means a team may take
longer than I0 seconds to get the ball
into their court; and-there is no overand-back, which means that the ball
may be passed across the half-court
line and backagainwithoutpenalty.
There are twelve players on the
roster this year, picked from the
largest group ever to try out. Returning_ players are seniors and cocaptains Anne Ernst and Joyce
Young; junior . Nancy Sohngan;
sophomores Denise Glenn, Brenda
Knight and Katy Stratman. Janet
Sutton, a junior; Cathy
Winterkamp, a sophomore; and
Mary Connolly, Vickie Hamm,
Debbie Milostan and Anrie
Shrewsbury, all freshmen, are new to
the team this year.
In a relatively short four years,
women's basketball has improved
and developed tremendously. Experience, better facilities and equipment, and improved coaching have
all helped to secure what Ms. Young
calls "more of a class ball club."
Cooperation from the Athletic

Department and the willingness of
the women to work at their game
have brought an air of
professionalism to the team. The
women have maintained in their
game that which is essential to the
sport. The desire to win the game is
strong, but the people who make the
game are important, too. And so
there are social hours where the
players can meet each other, and talk
over some soft drinks and cookies. It
makes the game a little more real, a
little more human.
There are 7 games remaining on
the schedule: three away games, Feb.
to-Cincinnati Bible College, Feb.
13-Spalding College at Louisville,
and Feb. 27--Wilmington College.
The remaining home games are Feb.
15-N orthern Kentucky State
College. Feb. 18-Thomas More
College, Feb. 21-Lincoln Christian
College, and Feb. 24-Cincinnati
Bible College. The Feb.l5gameisat
I :30 p.m., the rest are at 8:00 p.m.

Reading .Road at Victory Parkway

(!)~cJ8~@n

OJ;»EN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR YOUR DINING P-LEASURE

Exclusively Herschede's

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS

the present
for a
.-· ~ ), Future.
__ ,._...-::·.. >··-·.

-

DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE
OR AFTER THAT LATE
WEEK-END DATE.-

III~~..~J...~
SI .. C£ 1177

WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING BUNDA Y MORNING BREAKFAST
· . WITH US. JUST 5 MINUrES F~O~ ALL XAVIER DORMITQRI~~·.

TNe

4W. FOURTH
TRI-COUNTV CENTER
KENWOOD PLAZA
HYDE PARK SQUARE

Ask About Our Student 1_1 urchasc Plan

LOOK FOR CHAN-GES.
TO COME ON SUNDAYS
AND THURSD.AYS

•

DRINK AND DROWN
IS BACK
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12
.~

3.00
2.00
ThurtdiJ, Felltu•r 1, 1175

•

,.

.. {.:

.

'

.

liquor .25
wine ·1.00 bottle
lots of beer
p. . . .

Editors
JOHN LECHLEITER
ANITA BUCK

MARY C. HENKEL
PAUL RANIERI

RICHARD LAGINESS
CINCINN~TI, OHIO
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
THURSDAY, ·FEBRUARY 6, 197S

Getting names straight

~inion

More than three years ago, during an orientation address to the in-,
coming Class of 1975, then Xavier Provost Fr. Robert Mulligan encouraged the freshmen to feel free to drop by his office to voice complaints, offer suggestions, or just chat. Student contact was important
-enough, Mulligan felt at the time, to merit at least some time on his
busy schedule.
·
If Fr. Mulligan's remarks at last month's meetingofthe University
Senate are any indication of his present rapport with the s.tudent
body, the situation has degenerated in three years, to say the least. In
res"J>onse to an allegation that the tuition increase decision was·made
largely_ without student input, Mulligan countered that he met
regularly with Student Government President "Tom" McCaffrey. He
probably met with Dan Zeno and Jim Costello just as often.
Admittedly, merely missing McCaffrey's first name is a step up. In.
the early fall, after meeting briefly with two students, Fr. Mulligan,
aware that one of the students was a student senator, remarked
smilingly, "You're doing a really good job down there. Who's your
president this year?"
Fr. Mulligan's lack of contact with Xavier students shows in instances other than the merely banal. In a discussion with News editors
last fall concerning the Health Center controversy, he remarked that
Mrs. McGrath (Health Center director) is the first person about
whom· Xavier alumni ask: as if that resolved everything. At no time
did Fr. Mulligan refer to what he perceived to be the feeling of the student body itself on the Health Center issue.
The V niversity President cannot be expected to serve at the same
time as ombudsman, or to devote some inordinate amount of time to
"rapping" with students. It is just as inappropri.ate, however, for Fr.
Mulligan to gain most of his knowledge of the student body through
weekly meetings with the Vice-President for Student Development,
or through occasional contact with a select few students, as would
now seem to be the case.
Xavier students have a President whom they don't know and don't
know how to get to know. Clearly, the next move is Fr. Mulligan's,
whether it be appearing more than the usual once a year before the
Student Senate, meeting with students in the dormitories, or inviting
students to Schott for dinner. The result of such actions would surely
be an increase in student morale and confidence, two items in short
supply after last December's doings.

All we don't ·need
Though it has been little more than a year since Xavier's intercollegiate football program was buried, already a move is underway
to dig up the grave. At its meeting last month, the Advisory Board on
Intercollegiate Athletics voted unanimously to begin a study of the
feasibility of re-establishing some sort of intercollegiate football competition. Should the program be revived, it would probably be o~ the
"club" or non-scholarship levels and could take place,. at the earhest,
in the fall of 1976.
All ~fthis is good news for those who haven't yet cut the cord with
the Mus kies' pigskin past. However, to say that no one at Xavier was
enthusiastic about the decision to drop football in the first place, as
the Cincinnati Enquirer stated in a January 26 editorial, is a gross exaggeration. The rising cost of intercollegiate sports competition in
general, and football in particular, has too often been indicative of
the misplaced priorities of many "institutions of higher learning." Accusations of "professionalism" in college athletics have long been
echoed by journalists, coaches and players alike. It is to Xavier's
credit that it chose to bail out of the football scene rather than use
other more costly or less tasteful means to stay afloat.
So why wouldn't competition at the club level with its deemphasis ·

Fire captain
asks for
cooperation

"Please ·..• just du~p in a few more million! After all, .
we can't let General Thieu go down the drain, can we?"
on financial entanglement, be an ideal solution to the football
question? Simply because, at the present time, the revival of a football
program :of any sort does not lie. in the student interest. Just as this
student interest is the guiding principle of the Athletic Board's
current attempt to arrive at a five-year plan for existing sports, so
should it function in the Board's rejection of revived football.
What does the "student interest" mean? It means first of all that
those who pay tuition be given a stronger voice in determining the
fate of football than are alumni or any others no matter how vocal. ·
Few students even talk about Xavier football anymore, and one
wonders if the current chatter isn't simply wishful thinking on the
part of some few Xavier grads.
·
And let's not kid ourselves about the cost. The initial outlay for a
revived football program would include a substantial amount for
player equipment (most oft he gear from Football I was sold last year)
and a lesser sum for training equipment. Add to this coaches' salaries,
increased stadium and field maintenance costs, and transportation
expenses; and we're back in· the old ball game. Admittedly, con·tributions could offset some of this, but aren't there other areas at
Xavier much more in need?
Moreover; -this university has already committed itself to intercollegiate soccer and, to a lesser extent, rugby. Initiation of fall football would only undercut support for these sports and inevitably lead
to scheduling conflicts. It is also difficult to conceive that Xavier, with
its present undergraduate enrollment, could produce enough student
athletes to adequately man all three teams simultaneously.
In short, the tentative revival of football is a look backwards, at a
time when this university can't afford to look anywhere but ahead.
Club football sounds so nice, but examples are plentiful of schools
which thought the same thing, only todiscoverthatclubcompetition
failed to generate the anticipated interest.
.
Contrary to what the Enquirer implies in its editorial, a healthy
sports program does not have to be a growing sports program. Xavier
has decided to give basketball premier attention and this is well and
good. Let's concentrate the remainder of our efforts on what we
already have: spring, not fall, intercollege·prograins that ·allow for
wide student participation, and a healthy year-round schedule of intramural activities. Barring the discovery of a gold mine; football
deserves to stay six feet under.

fire is in progress, and life safety is of
prime importance.

students would disagree that this ticed? Institutional change can only
public relations mg prese~ts a true follow personal, individual changes
picture of Xavier. The News has had of attitude. · The attitude of a
Philip F. Wessendorf copies that were to be mailed out to perverted concern for good public
Fire Captain parents· and high school students relations, for defensive survival no
Engine Company 39 seized out of concern for a bad im- matter. what the cost to truth must
The following letter was written to
age, in contrast to a good image in give way to honest evaluation of all
tire Director of Housing, Mr. Dave
regards to public relations. What decisions with a more elevated value
Tom, who asked that it be reprinted.
ethics course at Xavier could con- system, namely one that searches for
This is to inform yQu that at 10:45
struct a casuistry that could justify, truth and for concordance of policy
p.m. on December 10, 1974, a Fire
much less condone, this concern for and praxis. The Land of Light exBetween the idea
Drill was conducted at Kuhlman
a good image even if it is a false im- cludes the shadow, the hypocrisy,
Anclthe reality
age?
Hall on Ledgewood Ave., a dorthe gap between ideals and praxis.
&tween the motion
mitory on the Xavier University
The shadow reaches all strata of
How would this attitudinal
And the act
Campus.
university life, causing a cavernous change be manifest? First, there
Falls the Shadow
The time of evacuation was a
environment in which half-truths are would be respect for the necessity of
T.S. Eliot's The Hollow Men
accepted as trJJths in practical af- free communication so that all
minute, 45 seconds and in general
A university president secretly fairs, but not in classroom-limited aspects," all approaches to the truth
the overall drill was completed in an
orderly manner. The major com- changes the time of a closed meeting "academic" questions that demand a can be freely and fully examined.
plaint was that a few students did not · of the board of trustees. The search for that elusive ideal. Perhaps This would mean a guarantee of an
evacuate the building a tall. This was. criterion of whether there should be the acceptance of an easy solution to unrestrained press, an attitude that
pointed out to the Housin~ Staff at athlelic scholarships in a sports conflict, one that is pragmati~Yally . would rather ,see searchers strugglKuhlman Hall at that time and is program of a·n institute of higher convenient, a practical but morally ing, sometimes failing for the truth
also heing brought to your attention learning, an issue probably to be deficient ."out" can make understan- than people who enjoy the comfort
for follow-up enforcement.
decided behind closed doors, is pure . dable a number of distasteful con- of complacency. Second, an attempt
In the future, additional fire drills institutional pragmatism, namely ditions at Xavier. Perhaps un- to de-propagandize the Comwill be conducted at other 'dor- the dollar to which ideals take the derstandable, but not acceptable.
munique, the student handbooks,
mitories on the X.U. Campus and rumble seat, or perhaps just the
But what could be done to il- the catalogues, and even the rules
the students should be made aware bumper sticker position. The con- luminate the shadowy recesses of · that are written but are inconsistentof the importance of evacuating the cern for the image parents and alum- doubletalk, of two··value systems, ly or never practiced.
buildings. They should be so in:. ni have of Xavier, the concern for the one taught· in classrooms and
structed not to assume that it is a fire seeming in contrast to the reality professed in handbooks and position
Ronald J. Cserbak ·
4rill but to go on the theory that a results in the Communique. Most statements, and another that is prac- .
Graduate Student

The shadow
at Xavier . ; •
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In the student interest

' '·,

The case for a student union
By PAT SAYRES

The writer, a Xavier junior, is the
Xavier News· photo editor. ·
Xavier University is beginning to
experience a transitional period. As
seen by the demonstrations of
December 19and 20,1974, there is a
great deal of student concern about
University decisions produced
without effective student input. The
previous absence of student input
has rendered the stl!dent body impotent. What is called for is the administration's respect for the
·students' ability to assist in directing
this University. This involves a transition fro~ administrative oppression oft he student voice to a student
government that is able to guarantee
students' rights in University policy
decisions.
The student demonstrations were
the first appearance of assertive mass
student concern for the University
environment. The needs of the
students ·were felt throughout the
University community. To many it
clearly indicated the students' persistent concern for decisive input into
University
policy.
The
demonstrations also witnessed a unity among the students. towards accomplishing their goal.
·
To a certain extent the demonstration was successful; and yet it failed
drastically ..
success was in the
realization on. the part of many
faculty, students, and administrators, that the student body is
able to form one voice; a voice which
demands action. Credit must be
given to the students of Xavier for
their ability to come together and
make known their demands.
The demonstration's failure was
. simply that their demands were not
met. The demonstration failed
because there was no real force or

Its

power executed to alter the decision
of the Board of Trustees.
At the present level of student
body organization, Xavier administrators will continually disregard the voice of the students
wothout consequence. The students
are not equipped with the proper
form of government to influence
policy decisions on this campus. The
recent form of demonstration was,-in
the eyes of the administrators, just a
group of protesters to whom they
were not obligated. This view is
totally legitimate since the students
were demonstrating a powerless
form of student influence. What is
needed is a more effective form of
demonstration implemented into the
present student government.
The college protests of 1968 introduced a new and potentially
powerful form of student government. It is commonly known as the
student union. Basically, it is a
goyernmental "tool" which can be
injected into most forms of conventional · student governments. It
derives its power from a more effective display of demands and
demonstrations, called ultimatums
·and student strike force, respective~.

.

Ultimatums and strike forces
work hand in hand. During times of
conflict with the University, the student union, which consists of the student body, issues ultimatums listing
the demands of the union. The ultimatum can be in the form of a petition or an explication supported by
the student government. The ul- ·
timatum is presented in such a way
that if the demands are not fulfilled
then the University must deal with
the consequences of a student strike.
The student strike ·force is the
higher level· of demonstration men-

tioned above. The concept behind
the strike force is to withdraw some
or all student participation on the
campus. This is very similar to the
labor strikes commonly seen in
today's business world. The strikes
render the University ineffective until demands are met. The students
constitute the majority of activities
on any campus and without their
participation ·the University
becomes stagnant.
The strikes can be partial or complete depending on the severity oft he
crisis or depending on what areas of
the school are affected. For example,
a partial strike force would be the
cafeteria workers striking for _higher
wages. A complete .strike force
would involve the students' lack of
attendance in classes.
.
The intentions of the student un- ·
ion are not threatening. In ito way
does it abuse the administration. It
simply act~ as a protective body for
the students. Its main objective is to
achieve the students' goals. The union would equalize the students' and
the administration's power in policy
decision. If a union is successfully
· implemented, then decisions are no
longer made which ignore the student viewpoint. However, the student strike never has to be used if the
administration· becomes responsible
to the student body.
·
This is not a radical nor innovative
type of Student Gov~;rnment. There
are many cases of Colleges and U niversities using a union. Yale U Diversity, for e,/,ample, has a student
workers union that protects its
workers from low wages or
strenuous ~orking conditions. This
_union has become a very respected
organization on that Universtiy. Antioch College demonstrated a very
effective unibn when their students

Sayres: ''If a union is
successfully implemented,
then decisions are no
•
longer made which lgnore
the .student viewpoint~''
protested unfair administrative regard the needs of the students. This
policy decisions. Here in Cincinnati, was demonstrated .by the Board of
the University of Cincinnati has Trustee's action on the proposed tuideveloped a faculty union and is tion increase. There is no guarantee
progressing. towards a student un- ·that the administration will use its
ion. In all of these cases the union option for the benefit of the students.
has protected the rights of certain
What is. obviously needed is a stugroups from administrative tendencies to oppress or ignore the rights of . dent government that will regain the
respect of administrators by forming
the people they administer.
Presently the Xavier Uriiversity a cooperative unit for the benefit of
administration has the option to dis- the students and University.

Spring· intramural offe·rings
By TONV BRUENEMAN

The writer 'is the Director of lntramurals.
The University Intramural·
Department has released its semester
calendar shown in-the box below.
One .big change in the calendar
will be immediately apparent to old
timers: the absence of an opening
date for sig~ups to begin. We feel
that another·column of dates only
clutters ·up the sheet and confuses
everyone concerned. Therefore our
new policy will be to accept sign-ups
for any semester event at any time.
All sign-ups will be handled at the
Intramural Equipment Room on the
gym floor level oflhe Fieldhouse.
Some comments on the offerings
.themselves:
3 GIRL & FIVE MAN BASKETBALJ.:This year we have 49 teams
See-mS:-~i· ···competing. 'This increase in participation will force us to move closing time back from w to 10:3o or
II
II :00 p.m. on Monday evenings.
Also the only weekday free playtime
available will be on Friday evenings
from 7 - 10 p.m. and at this the
PLAY BEGINS
SIGN-UPS
Women's Intercollegiate Basketball
EVENT
CLOSE
team has reduced their practice time
Mon. Feb. 3
by Y2 hour night!Y·
Thur. Jan. 30
3 Grit Basketball Ll
5 Man Basketball
HOOR HOCKE.Y LEAGU£: In
the ever continuing quest for
Tue.
Feb.
18
Thur. Feb. 13
Handball Singles for
facilities we have reserved the arMen and Women
mory for 6 consecutive Sundays to
"
house our newest league in Floor
Wer,l. Feb. 19 · Sun. Feb. 23 ·
Floor Hockey League
Hockey, played like ice hockey only
without skates and. a special puck.
Sat. March 1
Tue. Feb. 25
Free Throw & 21 Contests
We will have openings for six teams.
tor Men & Women .
Because of Friday & Saturday night
events the players may have to ocSat. March 8
One-On-One Championships Tue. March 4
~asiona,lly. move some tables and
chairs but this inconvenience will
Thur. March 1~ Tue. March 18
hopefully be overshadowed by the
Paddle Ball Sing!es
fun of. playing.
Mon. Apr;.7
Fri. March 21
Softball Leagu~
., .. ONE-ON-ONE
CHAMPIONSHIPS:
Now
in
the
second
Tue. Apr. 15
Not Required
. Spring Socc.er
year: this event promises to become
the biggest individual tournament
rue. Apr. 22
Thur. Apr. 17
Spring Tessis Tourney
on our campus. Intercollegiate
Singles & Mixed Doubles
basketball players (both men &
women)
will not be eligible to comThl.!r. May 8
Tue. May 6
Frisby Tourney
pete.

B rueneman: '' Th ere
tO be a.- new· s:n.
r :rit_ ''

se~

SOFTBALL LEAGUES:
Because of Easter falling so early on
the calendar this year we will have
(RAINS STAY AWAY) sufficent
time to comp.lete league play. Our
mens' and womens'leagues will play
on the city diamonds at Victory
Parkway and Sherman Aves.
SPRING SOCCER:A continuation of the popular league started
last fall · and played under the
stadium lights. Sign-ups are not
necessary as the four teams represent: Commuters, Kulhman,
H usman-Marion and Brockman
Halls. The teams have no roster and
anyone affiliated with the faurteams
may play. Some teams play as many
as SO ·or 60 people in a single game.
The game times will be increased to
two, 30 minute halfs.

cooperating with the social committee in the production of two major weekends this spring, Sadie
Hawkins Days in early April and
Greek Week IV April 28 to May 3.
Both these events will be funded
by student government or their functionaries. We feel that this marks a
new sense of cooperation in the area
of student programming.
Sadie Hawkins Days will include a
new cross country race (around campus)called the L'il Abner run and the
always popular university arm
wrestling championships with 3
weight classes for men and a single
division for women.
Greek week will feature the great
tricycle race; all night dance contest,
push ball tournament, track meet day
and spring road rally plus much,
much more. On Saturday afternoon,
PADDLE BALL TOURNA·· we will also feature a derby infield on
MENT: As: a_ free··play ·activity our Brockman court (the downs want ·
biggest increase in equipment issue $10 for infield admission this year)
during my five years here at Xavier . with beer and chicken. The week will
has been in Paddle Ball equipment. close as always with Saturday
We have been out of Paddle Balls evenings' "The Glory That Was
quite honestly for more than a Grease" dance featuring 50's-60's
month, and although we have some costuming and the senior class "last
on order I .feel that we will have to dance." Oh, Wow!
charge for their use Qr sell them. · Our primary goal is obviously
Between that start of school this fall <tUality programming, quality serand app. Dec. I the department went vice to . the student body. There .
through 5 dozen paddle balls.
seems to be a new spirit developing,
based on the realization that no one
SPRING TENNIS TOURNA- can do it allalone but that together
MENT: This could well be the last some great · things can be actime around for a tennis tournament complished. If any student is inon the old courts. As you know new terested in working on either the
courts are to be built on the dorm Sadie Hawkins or Greek Week comfield this spring and summer. Theis is mittees they are encouraged-to leave
the first year that we have held two· their name and phone number at the
(Fall & Spring) tennis tournaments university center desk. I sincerely
and ifthecrowds on the courts in any believe that what you take with you
decent weather are any. indicatiqn, as you leave Xavier is in great part
we started this none too soon. Com- measured by the degree of your inpetition will be held in Mens' & volvement while you are here. These
Womens' singles and Mixed committees are work for sure, but
Doubles.
they are also avenues for new
FRISBY TOURNAMENT: friendships. new understandings and.
Another new -offering, with events greater appreciations. Information
such as throw for distance and ac- concerning intramural offerings can
curacy. behind the back catch, target be obtained by calling 3654 week
days 12:30 to 10 p.m. or weekends I
throw and free style tricks.
The intramural department is also to 5 p.m.
p ... ,,
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Health
from page 1

hut thi~ u\·o.:rtun: from the undcrgrnuml will h~n·c to be deferred if
the foregoing business, the approval
of a new budgeting agency. meets
with itpproval.
;\ Js,, un tli~ agenda for accepta nee
is the constitution of the St. Vincent
De Paul Society.

direct. and would be more abl~ to act
on something which might need immediate attention. He also stated
that this plan is on a trial basis. and
will he evaluated at the end of the
semester.
Dr. Koncrman. pointing out that
medical matters are unlike cafeteria
food .. athletics, or entertainment. ticular tissue. After one operation at
saw several advantages to the Northwestern University Memorial
· Medical Staffs plan of direct com- Hospital a second operation was remunication rather than referral to a quired to completely repair the
committee. This plan enables direct, damage.
undelayed action that is often needPost-operative treatment
ed in health concerns, whereas a demanded an eye patch to be worn
committee could probably meet only for two weeks. This patch has since
once a month. He also pointed out been removed, but Fr. M1JIIigan is·
that smile students would not air still without sight in his right eye. He
complaints or problems of a per- . stated that he should regain his sight
sonal nature before a committee, but inJOdays.
would do so in this more confidential
situation.

Mulligan
·from page 1

Dybicz
from page 1
financial board which will administer monies tinder the new social
planning structure must also be
accepted.
The underground newspaper Zoo
U News was scheduled to put in a
budget request as of our press-time,

WVXU- FM
Invites you to
PAUSE
.

Sportswomen
from page 1

Elaborating on the problems of
men's athletics, Brueneman did a
thumbnail sketch of the development of college athletics in this country, tagging as pitfaUs t.he
movements away from student mitiative and general participation to
big-money, professionally oriented
sports. He emphasized that Xavier
has remained "clean," never falling
into some of the more flagrant
abuses in the college sports world,
but he hopes that full athletic
scholarships and winning-iseverything attitudes will never exert
their co·rrupting ·influence on the

women's sports scene.
space, for both men and women. schools are manipulating figures to
Referring to the social _hours Like many students, Anne Ernst in- make women's sports programs look
which follow each basketball game, ·dicated that she will begin to an- good, but are having more problems
Brueneman says "When the game is ticipate that planned new construe- accommodating women than
over we get the perspective again tion when ground is. broken-and Xavier. Women's athletics are "up
and coming," according to Anne
that this was a game. A lot of women not before.
Ernst. "There were problems with a
Meanwhile, provisional
want to see that go-it's 'Mickey
Mouse.' " In Brueneman's opinion, arrangements, making-do.with what lot of other things," during
this perspective is what men should facilities Xavier can provide, and a volleyball season Mary Biermann
work up to, "an example of what cheerful attitude prevail among the says, "but there was certainly
women have over men and ought to aspiring sportswomen. Mary Bier- enthusiasm."
man11 points to twenty-two women
work not to lose."
Anne Ernst is an athlete who's at the first volleyball try-outs, while
enthusiatic, not critical, about this a large school like uc can only anattitude among women. "That's why ticipate "about 25 for basketball;"
I'm really glad I'm at Xavier," she Anne Ernst is pleased with
Casting and acting are uniformly
says. Unlike some other schools' cooperative . attitudes about the magnificent. Not a single perforwomen, she feels that people on shower· shared . by men's and mance is less than good; from bit
Xavier's teams "learn more than just women's teams and growing game . parts up through Burstyn. Curioussports: It's just not all basketball; it's attendance; and Jim· Brockhoff has ly ,.the least strong piece of casting is
a good time ... We really become gotten a special spring schedule for Kristofferson, if only because he is
good friends."
intercollegiate tennis (though most too perfect.
·
Budgets are not high for women's women's teams play tennis in the
Flaws of course are present. The
athletics; yet Ernst's comment is that fall).
film is in part a nostalgic throwt;ack
"I think for only being in 'our fourth
Jim Brockhoff has coached men's to the romantic movies of the Foryear, for the number of women and tennis since 1962. This fall; he held ties, but the 1ltm itself is not romanfor recently going co-ed, we've really preliminary try-outs for women's tic, and those touches that have surgotten a lot." The ~enovations men- team and expects that 8-13 women vived seem jarringly false by
tioned above, lockers, basketball who showed on the courts then will comparison-;-the scripted credits
practice uniforms, and the use of the make up a team in the spring. New- against a satiny background, Alice's
new Athletic Department van for comers are still encouraged to come public, farcical reconciliation with
away games are among the im- out in March, however.
her rancher as everyone in the cafe
"Most oft he schools around there applauds. The faults are eminently
provements that impress her.
Athletic Director Jim McCafferty
have boys' teams tying up the courts forgiveable. Alice is a vital and abin spring," Brockhoff says; as a sorbing work; within the next few
concedes that "there would be a right
to gripe" about facilities for women's
result, most women play in the fall. years it may well come to be regardsports at Xavier, yet he thinks that Nevertheless, he has been able to·set ed as a minor milestone of film
up a schedule including the Universi- history. It should definitely be seen,
"with what general facilities we have
for athletics, male or female, we have
ty of Dayton, Wright State,.UC, Mt. and tolerantly allowed its sluggish
at least improved in women's
St. Joseph, Northern Kentucky "and first few minutes; Alice, sensibly
sports."
.
hopefully Edgecliff:"
enough, is best viewed as a
McCafferty mentions the planned
The budget is "ample for this progressive whole;
new sports facility as necessary for · year," according to Brockhoff.
-Anita Buck
the provision of really adeq~te .. _ Tony Brueneman thinks many

Alice
f-rom page ·a
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HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
3813 MONTGOMERY ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO 415212
831-1!51!500

10% OFF
on all service and parts to
X.U. students and faculty
with identification cards.·

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
· $2.75 per page
Send for your up.to·date, 160·page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RE.SEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2131 477·8474 or 477·5493
Our research material Is sold for
res11rch assistance only.

ALIVE? - We offer a one-year opportunity to come Alive. Live and work
· among the sick and poor people In
America. Share education and talents.
Learn from community and cultural
experiences. Develop philosophy of
Service. Live on stipend. Challenged?
Write: Sister Monica, 2335 Fairview
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219.

EARN UP TO $1200 a
school year hanging
posters on campus in
spare time. Send name,
address, phone and
school to: Coordinator
of Campus Representatives, P. 0. Box 1384,
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106.
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Light 8od refreshing•••pure grain Hudep()hl Beer

you'll never forget the taste.
XIWiefN•• .

